Equivalcncc of aggregate queries is investigated for the class of conjunctive queries with comparisons and the aggregate operators min, max, count, count-distinct, and sum. Essentlally, this class contains all unnested SQL queries with the above aggregate operators, with a WHERE clause consisting of a conjunction of comparisons, and without a HAVING clause. The comparisons can be interpreted over either a dense order (c,g., over the rationals) or a discrete order (e.g., over the integers). Generally, however, different techniques and characterizations are needed in each of these two case-s. For queries with either max or min, equivalence is characterlzcd in terms of dominance mappings, which can be viewed aa a goncralization of containment mappings. For queries with the count-distinct operator, a sufficient condition for cquivalcncc is given in terms of equivalence of conjunctive qucrics under set semantics. For some special cases, it is shown that this condition is also necessary. For conjunctive queries with comparisons but without aggregation, equivalence under bag-set semantics is characterized in terms of isomorphism, This characterization essentially remains the same also for queries with the count operator. Moreover, this characterization also applies to queries with the sum operator if the queries have either constants or comparisons, but not both. In the general case (i.e., both comparisons and constants), the characterization of the equivalence of queries with the sum operator is more elaborate. All the characterizations given in the paper are decidable with polynomial spncc, Finally, it is shown that all the characterizations for min-, max-, count-, and sum-queries yield polynomial-time algorithms for linear queries, i.e., queries with no repeated prcdicatcs in their bodies.
Introduction
The emergence of data warehouses and decision-support systoms has highlighted the importance of efficiently processing aggregate queries. Towards this end, it is essential to ' Currently at the Institute of Computer Science, The Hebrew Univorslty, Joruealcm 91904, Israel develop algorithms for two major problems. One is optimizing aggregate queries. The other is using materialized views in the evaluation of those queries. Considerable work has recently been done on these topics (e.g., [CKPS95, GHQ95, DJLSSG] ), but a coherent understanding of the underlying principles is still lacking. Therefore, most algorithms and techniques are based on sufficient conditions, and complete characterizations have been found only for very restricted cases. A better understanding of these problems requires a complete characterization of equivalences among aggregate queries. In this paper, we provide for the fist time algorithms for deciding equivalence that apply to a large class of aggregate queries.
The class of queries investigated in thii paper consists of conjunctive queries with comparisons and aggregations. Essentially, this class contains all unnested SQL queries with aggregations, with a UEERE clause consisting of a conjunction of comparisons, and without a HAVING clause. The comparisons can be interpreted as either a dense order (e.g., over the rationals) or a discrete order (e.g., over the integers). Generally, however, d&rent techniques and characterizations are needed in each of these two cases.
For the purpose of deciding equivalence, we show that a given query can be decomposed into several queries, such that each query has a single aggregation. Therefore, we deal separately with each aggregate operator, and we name types of queries according to that operator. Specifically, we consider max-queries, min-queries, sum-queries, count-queries, and cntd-queries (where "cntd" means Ucount-diitinct"). In this paper, we do not consider queries with the average operator.
Traditionally, equivalence of conjunctive queries (without aggregations) has mostly been investigated under set semantics, which means that both the operands of a given query and the result are sets. Equivalence of this type is called set equivalence. However, for a general treatment of aggregate operators, it is necessary to consider bag-set se mantics. Under that semantics, the operands of a query are sets, but the result is a bag. In [CV93] , equivalence of conjunctive queries (with neither comparisons nor constants) under bag-set semantics, called bag-set equiuvolence, was characterized in terms of isomorphiim. That result also applies to count-queries, since equivalence of count-queries is essentially the same as bag-set equivalence of non-aggregate queries. We provide a proof of thii result that also allows for constants in the query. The proof is based on an analysis of counting functions that count how often a particular tuple is returned over different databases. Moreover, we extend the result also to conjunctive queries with comparisons, using a dllfcront proof technique.
l?or max-qucrics and min-queries, we characterize equivalance in terms of dominance mappings, which can be viewed as a gcncralization of containment mappings. For queries with the count-distinct operator, we provide a sufficient condltlon for cquivalcncc in terms of equivalence of conjunctive qucrics under set semantics (i.e., set equivalence). For some special cases, WC show that this condition is also necessary.
Equivalcncc of count-queries is essentially the same as cquivalcncc of conjunctive queries with bag-set semantics. l?or sum-qucrics, bag-set equivalence is a sufficient condition for cquivalcnco. However, a complete characterization of the cquivalcncc of sum-queries is more elaborate than bagset cqulvalcnce, and we break it into several subcases. For sum-queries without constants (but with comparisons involving only variables), equivalence can be characterized in terms of bag-set equivalence. Furthermore, the proof technique for this case also applies in the presence of integrity constraints, For the general case of sum-queries (i.e., both constants and comparisons), a different proof technique and chatactorization are needed. As a special corollary, a simplifled characterization, in terms of isomorphism, is obtained for sum-queries with constants, but without comparisons.
WC also consider the special case of linear (conjunctive) queries, l,c,, queries having in their body only a single occurrcncc of each predicate. For linear queries with neither comparisons nor aggregations, set equivalence is known to be decidable in polynomial time, We show that for linear quorics, bag-set cquivaIencc as well as equivalence of maxqucrlcs, min-queries, count-queries and sum-queries are all In polynomial time. (For count-distinct, a polynomial-time sufhcicnt condition is presented.) Since linear queries are very common in practical applications, this result is quite important from a practical point of view.
Preliminaries

Conjunctive Queries
A term is oithcr a variable or a constant. We denote variablcs as w, z, v and Z, constants as d, e, and terms as s, t, u and v, WC denote predicates as p, q and r. A relational atom has the form ~(31,. . . , sh), where p is a predicate of arity L, Sometimes we write p(s), where I denotes the terms sl,**,,sk~
The ordering predicates are <, 5, >, and 2.' They are lntcrprctcd over numbers and strings. An ordering atom or comparison has the form sr p 32, where p is an ordering prcdlcntc. The comparisons sr < a2 and sr > 32 are strict, wl~llo 81 5 32 and 81 2 32 are non-strict.
If C and C' arc conjunctions of comparisons over an ordcrcd typo, we write C /= C' if C' is a consequence of C. Note, that for different types, the consequences of C may be diffcront, For instance, over the integers z > 0 l= z > 1, which is not true over the rationals.
An atom is either a relational atom or a comparison. Atoms arc denoted as a, b, etc. A conjunctive query is an oxprcssion of the form The atom q(sl, , , , , sk) is called the head of the query, and the atoms al, . . . , a,, appear in the body and can be relational or compnrisons. The arguments can be variables as well as 1 Wo will we the notntion s = t as abbreviation for the conjunction a~l&t~s, constants. If the body contains no comparisons, then the query is relational. We abbreviate a query as where B(3) stands for the body of the query and G for the variables occurring in the body. Similarly, we may write a conjunctive query as q(3) c R(G) & C(E), in case we want to distinguish between the relational atoms and the comparisons in the body. We may also write a conjunctive query as q(Z) c R & C if there is no need to indicate explicitly the variables in the body. The terms in 5 are called distinguished terms. The variables appearing only in the body are called nondistinguished variables.
By abuse of notation, we will often refer to a query by its head q(Z) or simply by the predicate of its head q.
Semantics of Conjunctive Queries
An assignment 7 is a mapping of the terms appearing in a given conjunctive query to constants, such that each constant is mapped to itself. Assignments are naturally extended to tupIes and atoms.
Under set semantics, a conjunctive query q(B) + B(a) defines a new relation qz), for a given database D, as follows: q= := (7(s) 17 is an assignment that satisfies B(G) w.r.t. D}.
Thus, qD is obtained by restricting the assignments satisfying the body of the query to the tuple of variables appearing in the head. Under bug-set semantics, a conjunctive query q(I) + B(3) defines a multiset gq]" of tuples for a given database 'D. The bag {q]" contains the same tuples as the relation $, but each tuple 7(s) occurs as many times as there are assignments 7' that satisfy B(G) and agree with 7 on s'. Letting fz.1 denote a multiset, we formally define {qlp in analogy to q= as: {q%P := <y(s) 17 satisfies B(3)%.
A wy if qD C q' q is contained in a query q' under set-semantics for all databases V. Two queries q and q' are equivalent under set-semantics, or set-equiuolent, if for every database, they return the same set as a of result. Obviously, two queries are set-equivalent if and only if they contain each other.
Similarly, q and q' are equiuaIent under bag-set-semantics, or bag-set-equivalent, if for every database, they return the same result with the same multiplicities, that is, {qjD = {q'BD for all databases V.
Homomorphisms between Conjunctive Queries
Let q(3) t R & C and q'(3') c R' & C' be conjunctive queries. A homomorphism from q' to q is a substitution 0 of the variables of q' with terms of q, such that 1. BSJ = Zi 2. ~(03) is in R for every relational atom p(p) of R'; 3. C k e(3') p 0(t') for every comparison 3' p t' in C'.
A homomorphism is an isomorphism if it maps variables to variables, is bijcctive, and its inverse is also a homomorphism, The queries q' and q are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism from 4' to 4,' Thus isomorphic queries are identical up to a renaming of the nondistinguished variables and up to the multiplicity of atoms.
A substitution 19 is a relational homomorphism from q' to q if it is a homomorphism from 9'0') c R' to q(Z) t R, i,o,, if it satisfies Conditions (1) and (2) in the definition of homomorphism. For relational queries, the existence of a homomorphism from q' to q is a necessary and sufficient condition for the containment of q in q'.
2,4 Linearizations and Linear Expansions
Generally, the comparisons in the body of a give query induct a partial order among the terms of the query. In ordcr to deal with containment and equivalence of arbitrary queries, which may have comparisons, this partial order should bc extended to a linear order. In this section, we dcscribc how to create such linearizations.
Let T = D U W be a set of terms, where D is a set of constants and W is a set of variables. A linearization of T is a set of comparisons L over the terms in T, such that for any R, t E T, the set L implies exactly one of s < t, s = t, or s > t.
Thus, a linearization partitions the terms into equivaloncc classes, such that the terms in each class are equal and the classes are arranged in a strict linear order. In each class of L, there is at most one constant. Otherwise, L would bc unsatisfiable and entail any consequence.
Given a conjunction of comparisons C and a set of terms T that contains all terms appearing in C, we only consider lincarizations that are compatible with C, that is, L U C is satisfiable. The set of terms T appearing in C is (0, zr,zz,3). There nre three linearizations of T that are compatible with C: {0<z1<3<22} (0 < 81 < 3 = z2) (0 < a < 22 < 3). For a given query q, there is no unique linear expansion over a set D, because the canonical substitutions that produce the linearizations qL are in general not uniquely determined. However, it is easy to see that any two such linear expansions are isomorphic. Furthermore, the linear expansion of a query depends on whether the comparisons are interpreted over the integers or over the rationals. Generally, the linear expansion over the integers is not isomorphic to the linear expansion over the rationals.
For set semantics, a query q' contains a query q if and only if there is a homomorphism from q' to every qL in (q~)~ec~(~). In this paper, we will show how this condition is generalized to bag-set semantics and to aggregate queries.
Reduced Queries
Our techniques for deciding equivalences between countdistinct and sum-queries apply to queries in a particular normal form. We say that a query q (1) Consider Example 2.1. If the comparisons are interpreted over the integers, then in one of the three linearizations, namely (0 < zr < 22 < 3}, the two variables are actually equal to constants that do not appear explicitly in C, that is, tl = 1 and ~2 = 2.
Formally, suppose that comparisons are interpreted over the integers. Let C be a set of comparisons, IV be the set of variables of C, and D be a set of constants comprising the constants of C. We say that d is a v+trtual constant of C w.r.t. D if there is a linearization L of D U W that is compatible with C, such that L k s = d for some term s E D U IV. We denote the set of virtual constants of C w.r.t. D as vcc(D) .
The following Lemma shows that virtual constants are located between two elements d-, d+ of D if the space between d-and dC can consistently be filled with a strict chain of variables of C. One may wonder, whether and when the process of adding virtual constants to a set D terminates. The following lemma shows that WC just have to add them once, and after thnt no now virtual constants come into existence.
Lomma 2.4 (Adding Virtual
Constants is a Closure Oporntion) Let C DC a set of comparisons ouer the integers and D be a act of constants comprising the constants of C. Then we have
Computing the virtual constants of two sets of comparisons cnn bc done by computing the virtual constants indepondcntly for each sot. Lamma 2.6 (Two Sets of Comparisons) Let C, C' be two sets of comparisons over the integers and D be a set of constants comprising the constants of C and C'. Then we have 3 Aggregate Queries WC give nn abstract account of aggregate queries that are dcfinnblc in SQL without using the having construct.
3,1 Syntax of Aggregate Queries WC consider the aggregation functions min, max, count, catd, sum. The function cntd is read as "count distinct." An a,q,qregatc term has one of the forms min(y), m=(v), cntd(u), count, sum(y).
Obscrvc that count does not take an argument. Aggregate terms nro donotcd as a(v). WC consider aggregate queries with a single aggregate in the hod, In the full version, we show that equivalence of qucrios with scvcral aggregate functions in the head can be rcduccd to equivalence of queries with a single aggregation in the hcad, Formally, an aggregate query has the form whore rl (Xl , ..., %4Y>) c-m, Similarly to conjunctive queries, we distinguish between relational aggregate queries and arbitrary aggregate queries, which may contain comparisons in their body.
Semantics of Aggregate Queries
Over a database 'D, an aggregate query q(Z,a(y)) t B(8) yields a new relation q". To deiine the relation $', we proceed in three steps.
First, we partition the set of assignments satisfying the body B(Z) of the query into equivalence classes. Two assignments ~1, 72 are equivalent, 71 Y, 72, if they agree on 5, that is, 71(g) = 72(Z). We denote the equivalence class of 7 under thii relation as [71p. Obviously, the class [71q is uniquely determined by the tuple d := 7(Z). Therefore, we wilI refer to the c&s [71p also as the group of d. If q is clear from the context, we drop the subscript.
Next, we define how to evaluate an aggregate term a(y) on a class of assignments [7] , written a(y). Here, by ISI we denote the cardinality of a set S. Note that the function c&d(y) returns the number of distinct values to which y is hound. In order for the above definitions to be sensible we assume that all assignments are suitably typed so that maxima and minima are taken over an ordered set of values and sum and average are taken over numbers. Obviously, well-typedness of assignments can be guaranteed if database relations and queries are well-typed. Since it is obvious how to define and test such well-typedness, we do not dwell on this issue in thii paper, but simply take well-typedness for granted.
FmalIy, the query &,a(~)) c B(5) is evaluated on 22 by fist partitioning the assignments satisfying the body into eauivalence classes and then. for each class I&. concatenating the characteristic tuple of.values rfZl wi%%e evaluation of a(y) on [71q. Formally, p := {(7(g), 4~).[7lJ 1 7 satisfi= B(3), where (7(f), a(y).
[7],) denotes the concatenation of the tuple 7(5) and the number a(y).[7J,.
Equivalence of Aggregate Queries
Two queries are wmpati6le if they have identical heads. We will discuss equivalence of compatible aggregate queries of tho following form,
WC say that q and q' are equivalent if for every database D, the two queries define the same relation, i.e., qp = q'". Thcrc are cases where two queries are equivalent, even if they contain different aggregation functions. However, we do not discuss such pathological cases.
Our approach for studying the equivalence of compatible aggregate queries will be to associate to every simple aggregate query a conjunctive query and to reduce the equivalence of aggregate queries to related properties of the associated conjunctive queries, If &%4Y)) + W) s is an aggregate query with aggregate function max, min, cntd, or sum, then the core of q is the conjunctive query
The core of a query q(E, count) c B(s) is the conjunctive ww g(2) c B(B).
Obscrvc that for aggregation functions with an argument, the argument appears in the head of the core, and that for count, which does not have an argument, the head of the core contains only the grouping variables.
4 Max-Queries In this section, WC show that equivalence of max-queries of the form q(Z,max(y)) t B(0) can be reduced to related properties of their cores qV(Z, y) c B(ti). All the results for max can easily be translated into results for min. Lot q(3,y) and q'(I, y) be two conjunctive queries. We say that q is dominated by q' if for every database,-whenever q returns a tuple (d, d), then q' returns a tuple (d, d') with d' >, d, WC say that q and q' dominate each other if q is dominated by q' and q' is dominated by q. Obviously, if a conjunctive query q is contained in another conjunctive query q', then q is dominated by q'. If the qucrics arc relational, then the converse also holds. 
Both queries return answers if there are at least two elements in p, If this is the case, then q returns all elements of p, while p roturns all elements but the least. Thus, the two queries dominate each other. However, they are not set-equivalent, since q contains q', but q' does not contain q.
In analogy to containment, we check dominance by means of dominance mappings. Consider two conjunctive queries q(f, y) c B and q'(f, y) + B', which are the cores of compatible max-queries. Let D be the set of constants that appear in either q or q'. Consider a linearization L E &(q), and let qL(Z, t) t BL be the linearization of q w.r.t. L. A dominance mapping from q' to qr, is a substitution 6 of the variables of q' with terms of q, such that 2. Dominance of relational conjunctive queries is NPcomplete.
5 Count-Distinct-Queries
We show that for queries with the aggregation function cntd, equivalence of the cores under set-semantics is a sufficient condition and we give criteria for when it is also a necessary condition. We remind the reader that the core of a c&d-query q(E, c&d(y)) c-B(C) is the query i(Z, g) c B(g). If the cores of two c&d-queries are equivalent under set-semantics, then they return the same values for corresponding groups. Thus, in particular, they return they same number of distinct values. Thii gives us a necessary condition for the equivalence of c&d-queries. The following example shows that in general, we cannot expect the converse of Proposition 5.1 to be correct. Then both queries return a result if and only if the database contains the atoms p(l), and p(2). Moreover, both queries return the count 1, but the first query obtains it, because its core returns the value 1, while the second obtains it because its core returns the value 2. Obviously, the two queries are not reduced. Thus, the example slrows that only for reduced c&f-queries we can axpact set-equivalence of the cores to be a necessary conditlan,
In nddition to rcducedness, we need other conditions. If p 1s nn n-ary predicate and Z = (91,. . . , s,,) is an n-tuple of terms, then a position in the. atom p(Z) is a number j E l..n, ond WI? sny that sj is the term in position j. Let s, t be terms accurring in the body of a query 4. We say that s occurs in a &nUar position as t in ~1 if there are atoms p(Z) and ~(9 in the body and a number j such that s is in position j in p(B) and t is in position j in ~(9.
Thcorcm
Ii.3 ~4% cntd(u)) and Q {Reduction to Set-Semantics) Let ( 5, cntd(u)) be two reduced cntd-queries where no variable in a sirmilar position as y occurs in a strict comparison, Suppose that one of the following conditions hOld8:
1. q and q' range over the rationala; 2, q and q' do not contain constants; 3. in q and q', no variable that occurs in a similar position as y i.9 involved in any comparison.
Then q and q' are equivalent if and only if their cores are act-equivalent, WC cnn simplify the conditions in Theorem 5.3 if all the compnrisons in the two queries are non-strict.
Corollory 5,4 (Cntd-Queries
with Non-strict Comparisons) Let q and q' be two cntd-queries that contain only non-strict comparisons. Then their cores are equivalent under set-semanlics if q and q' are equivalent and one of the following condition8 holds: 1, q and q' range over the rationala; 2. q and q' do not contain constants.
Example G.&i Equivalence under set-semantics fails to be a necessary condition when the requirements of Theorem 5.3 are not fulfilled. To see this, consider the queries
Then both queries give a result if there are at least two alomonts in p, The core of q returns all elements of p but the grcatcst, while the core of q' returns all but the least. Thus, both cores return the same number of elements, but they are not set-equivalent. Theorem 5.3 does not apply bccausc in both queries y is involved in a strict comparison. Thus, in the remainder of this section, we will investigate bag-set-equivalence of conjunctive queries. In [CV93], it was claimed that two relational queries without constants are bag-set equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic. We are able to show the same even when relational queries are allowed to have constants. Our proof is based on an analysis of counting functions. More precisely, we construct out of each query an infinite family of databases and count how often a particular tuple is returned over these databases. We show that the counting function are distinct if the queries are not isomorphic. Clearly, they are not isomorphic. However, they are bagset-equivalent.
Isomorphiim of the linear expansions of two queries (but not isomorphiim of the original queries) is a sufficient criterion for bag-set-equivalence of conjunctive queries with comparisons. However, the proof technique is different from the one used for relational queries. Due to space limitations, we don't give a proof. However, there is a proof sketch for the analogous theorem about sumqueries (7.7).
For the converse of the preceding theorem, we have to be careful with the set D over which we construct the linear expansion: it must comprise the constants in both queries. Again, there is a proof sketch for the analogous theorem about sum-queries (7.9).
Our characterization of bag-set-equivalence gives us im-'mediately an upper complexity bound. Bag-setequivalence of wnjunctiue queries with*wmparisons can be decided with polynomial apace.
Proof. Let q, q' be two conjunctive queries with comparisons. Let (qL)L, (qh)M be linear expansions of q and q', respectively, & be the set of all queries occurring in (qL)L and 8' be the set of those occurring in (qL)M.
The two linear expansions are isomorphic iff for every qb E Q there are as many isomorphic queries in & as there arc in Q', and, similarly, for every qh E Q', there are as many isomorphic queries in &' as there are in Q.
Each of the two conditions can be checked with polynomial space as follows. In an outer loop, we enumerate all clcmcnts of 8, During the enumeration, for each qL E 8, WC cnumcratc in an inner loop all elements of Q and count how many arc isomorphic to qL. Then, in a subsequent inner loop, WC enumerate all elements of 8' and count those thnt arc isomorphic to qL. In a second outer loop, we check the analogous condition for elements qn E 62'.
At each stage of the computation, there are at most two nested loops, each of which needs no more than polynomial space. Thus, the entire algorithm can be executed with polynomial space. cl 7 Sum-Queries l?or anm-qucrics, bag-set-equivalence of their cores is a suffkicnt condition for equivalence. As we shall see later, it is nlso a ncccasary condition if there are either no constants or no comparisons.
Proposition 7.1 (Bag-Set-Equivalence Implies SumEquivalence) Two sum-queties are equivalent if their cores arc equivalent under bag-set-semantics.
Howcvcr, from the fact that for two queries, the sums over the I/-values in two corresponding groups, characterized by the same tuplc of Z-values, are the same for all databases, wo cannot always deduce that the u-values themselves are the same and occur with the same multiplicities. whcrc all variables range over the integers. Both queries return a result if and only if the database contains the atoms p(l), p(2), and p(3). Moreover, both queries return the numbcr 6, but the first query obtains it as 6 = 1 + 2 + 3, while the second obtains it as 6 = l-l-2+1+-2. Thus, thetwo sum-qucrics are equivalent, but their cores are not-neither under set semantics nor under bag-set semantics.
To enforce in the first query that exactly the numbers 1, 2, and 3 arc returned, we exploit the fact that there are no other integers v with 1 5 z 5 3. In a similar way, we cnforcc that the second query outputs exactly the numbers 1 and 2, and that each of them is output exactly twice.
Over databases that contain rational numbers, which have a dense ordering, the two queries are not equivalent. For cxamplc, over the database {P(l), P&5), P(2), P(3)), the first query q'(13,5). returns qv4, while the second query returns This example illustrates the difficulty in finding a charactcrization of equivalence for sum-queries. It also shows that sum-queries with comparisons ranging over the integers have to be treated differently from sum-queries with comparisons over a dense order. We provide two different proof techniques (and two different characterizations) for the equivalence of sum-queries. One proof technique applies to the special case of sum-queries without constants, and the second proof technique applies to the general case (i.e., sumqueries with constants).
Sum-Queries Without Constants
In the special case of sum-queries without constants (but with comparisons), we can use a proof technique that is different from the one for the general case. The technique is based on transforming queries and databases by strictly monotonic mappings. A mapping 4:~ + 7 on an ordered type 7 is strictly monotonic if q5(U) < 4(w) for all U, 2) E 7, such that u < u. If a is an atom containing variables and elements of T as constants, then #a is the atom where each u is replaced with 4(u). Similarly, for a query q, database V, and a multiset of atoms A, we define 4q, 4'0, and 4A a~ the query, the database, and the multiset, respectively, that are obtained by replacing each occurrence of an atom a with 4a.
Proposition 7.3 Let q be a conjunctive query wilhout constants and 2) be a database ouer an ordered lype r. Let Cp be a strictly monotonic mapping on r. Then %q%+= = 4(%!7%DD>. Proof Assume that q and q' are equivalent. Let 2, be a database. We have to show that %i%= = %tj'%?
Thii claim is difficult to show for an arbitrary database, because the same sum of y-values may be produced in different ways, as can be seen in Example 7.2. We therefore transform V into another database, where the multiplicities of each y-value in a group w.r.t. q and q' can be read off the sum over the group.
Fit, we determine an upper bound for the multiplici$es of y-values, i.e., for the number of times that a tuple (d,d) can be produced by the queries 4' and 4'. Such an upper bound is the number of assignments satisfying the bodies of Q and $. Let I be the maximum of the numbers of variables appearing in the bodies of 4' and $, and let n be the number of data elements appearing in V. Then n' is an upper bound for the number of assignments over V that satisfy the bodies of tar 4'. Let ~1 < '112 < . . . < u,, be the data elements appearing in V, which are all elements of some numerical type. Let M > nr, and let (p be a strictly monotonic mapping on 7 such that 4(ui) = M'.
To prove Equation (6), it suffices to show that %4v%*= = %lfltdz),
since by Proposition 7.3 this implies that $({4Bp) = $(%$]p), which implies that %a]" = {$%", because 4 is a bijection between the active domains of 2) and q5V.
Since the sum-queries q and q' are equivalent, As over 'D, the number of assignments over (p'o satisfying the bodies of q and q' is at most n < M. Thus, mi < M and rni < M for all i. Hence, the sums in Equation (8) are Mndfc roprcscntations of the same number. The coefficients in such a representation are always uniquely determined, so thnt mi = rn; for all i. Hence, over @, each y-value has the snmc multiplicity in the groups of d w.r.t. q and q'.
Since d was chosen arbitrarily, this shows that g+lti2) = {+'~@', which implies our claim. Cl
The proof of the above theorem only relies on the fact that queries without constants are generic under monotonic mnppings. This property also holds for databases that satisfy certain integrity constraints, like functional dependencies or rcforcntial integrity, Consequently, the characterization is true also in those cases.
7,2 Sum-Queries with Constants
We want to check whether two sum-queries of the form q(2, sum(v)) t R & C and q'(Z, sum(y)) t-R' & C', possibly containing constants, are equivalent. To this end, we consider tow reduced linear expansions (G~z)~ech(a and (ijb)~ec,(4,) of the cores 6 and 4' of q and q'.
In each linear expansion, we distinguish between those lincnriaations whose summation terms are variables and those whose summation terms are constants. We say that a query &, (g, s) in (~L)L is a variable query if the summation term B is a variable, and we say that it is a constant query if ii is a constant. whom dij = f, All lincarizations are constant queries. If one of them returns a result over a database, then the others do so as well. However, the queries are not isomorphic, because they differ in tho summation term.
WC capture this relationship with the term of weak isomorphism, A substitution 0 is a weak homomorphism from a query p(I, s) c 13 to a queryp'(& t) c B', if 19 is a homomorphism from p(g) i-B to @'(i?) c-B'. Analogously, we define weak isomorphisms and weak isomorphism of queries. We write p N p' if p and p' are weakly isomorphic. Intuitively, a wcnk homomorphism from &;(a, s) to &@, t) is a homomorphism that does not pay attention to the summation terms s and t. We say that p and p' are weakly set-equdualent if @ and p' are equivalent under set-semantics, Isomorphism is an equivalence relation on the queries in (&)L and in (&)M. We denote the c1as.s of queries in (&,) Two classes of constant queries Qo E Qc and Q; E Sk are associated if they are weakly isomorphic. If for a class in Qc or in f& their is no associated class, then we say it is associated to the empty class. If GL is a constant query, then we denote the summation constant as 0(&i). We say that ExampIe 7.6 The cores of the queries q, q' introduced in Example 7.2 have linear expansions that are in balance. All their lmearizations are given in Example 7.5. They are all constant queries and weakly isomorphic to each other. The sum for c is 6, and the sum for 4' is also 6.
As another example, consider the queries
The core of the first query does not have any linearization that is a constant query. The core of the second has four, namely
Query pi is obtained from L1 = (0 = y = w < z}, while pi is obtained from LZ = (0 = y < z = w}. They form two equivalence classes of isomorphic queries, vl, pi} and (Per pi}. Both classes are associated to the empty set. Since the summation constant is always 0, we obtain in both cases 0 as the sum. This is also the result that we obtain when summing over the empty set. Thus, the expansions of 4' and 4' are in balance.
Let &(a consist of those lmearizations that do not identify y with a constant. We say that two linear expansions (QL)L, (&)M are warGable isomorphic if there is a bijection p: f&(3 + f.b($) such that &, and $fL) are isomorphic. Example 7.8 Consider again the queries p and p' in Example 7.G. As shown before, the linear expansions of their cores are in balance. It is also easy to check that the linear cxlnmsions arc variable isomorphic. Thus, by Theorem 7.7, p and p' arc equivalent,
To formulate a necessary condition for the equivalence of sum-queries, we have to assume that, in the case of comparisons over the integers, linear expansions are taken w.r.t. to acts of constants that are closed under the addition of virtual constants (see Subsection 2.6). In the case of comparisons over dcnsc orders, we define vcc(D) = D. Q'wQo WC can choose the pair such that the queries in Q and Q' have a minimal number of variables and relational atoms and construct a database V out of one of the queries. Over thii database, Q and Q' return groups that sum up to distinct numbers, Because of the minimality of Q and Q', one can show that the difference cannot be compensated by classes of constant queries that are not associated with Q and Q'. Thus, tho difference can only be compensated by variable queries, which means that the linearizations of q and q' are not variable isomorphic. If the lmearizations are not variable isomorphic, then there is a counter-example consisting of two isomorphic classes Q, Q' of variable queries. Again, we can choose such a counter-example in a way such that the number of variables and relational atoms is minimal. We construct a database De from one of the queries, say &,,,, using an assignment 70 that satisfies Le. All the lmearizations that return answers over this database are weakly isomorphic to &,. Since they are not necessarily isomorphic, but only weakly isomorphic, they may return different numbers to be summed up. Because of the miniiality of the counterexample, however, variable queries that return the same values are isomorphic.
If q and q' return different sums over this database, then we are done. If not, we choose among all those values d the maximal one, say do, such that the number of queries &, returning do, say I, differs from the number of queries &, returning do, say m. These queries contribute sums ldo and mdo to the overall sums returned by q and q'.
The value do is not contained in D, because it is returned by amiable query. Therefore, there is a variable z such that 70(z) = do. Since L is reduced, there is an assignment 71 satisfying Lo such that dl := 71(z) # do. In particular, 71 can be chosen in such a way that 7r(.z') = ye(.z') for all z' such that 7&z') < do. We denote the database constructed from ~~~ with 71 aa Dr. Let SO be the sum returned by q and q' over De, and let Sr, Si be the sums returned by them 0verV1.
Then&-S;
= So+ldl-ldo-(So+mdl-mdo) = (I -m)(dl -do) # 0. Hence, q and q' return diierent sums over Dr, which contradicts our assumption that they are equivalent.
This proves the theorem. Cl
The two preceding theorems can be specialized for queries without comparisons. Let q and q' be sum-queries without comparisons and Q and 4 be their cores. Then the following are equivalent:
1. q and q' are equivalent;
2. 4 and'$ are bag-set-equivalent;
3. ij and ij' are isomorphic.
The conditions in Theorem 7.9 are necessary for the equivalence of sum-queries. By Theorem 7.7, they are also sufficient. This gives us an upper complexity bound for the problem of deciding equivalence of sum-queries. Equivalence of sum-queries can be decided with polynomial space.
Proof. Let q and q' be two sum-queries and Do be the set of constants occurring in q and q'.
We first observe that the set of virtual constants D = vcc(Do) U VCCI (Do) is of polynomial size w.r.t. q and q' and can be computed with polynomial space.
Then, we note that weak set-equivalent is in II{, and therefore can be decided with polynomial space.
Finally, with algorithms similar to the one described in the proof of Theorem 6.6, one can check that the cores Q, 4' of q, q', respectively, have linear expansions that are in balance and variable isomorphic. cl . Containment for conjunctive queries under bagset semantics, which is the semantics of SQL, has been investigated in [CV93, IR95). We have extended these results to equivalence of conjunctive queries with comparisons under bag-sot semantics, and to equivalence of conjunctive queries with comparisons and aggregations. The equivalences discussed in this paper are decidable with polynomial space. but a tight lower bound is given only for min-queries and max-quorics, In the cssc of linear queries, equivalences are dccidablc in polynomial time.
The work of [RSSS98] on aggregation constraints considers a different problem related to aggregate queries; that Is, satisllability of a conjunction of aggregation constraints. An intcrcsting issue is how to combine our results with those of [RSSS98] in the investigation of equivalences among aggregation queries with a HAVING clause.
Other topics for future research include equivalence of queries with the average operator, and adaptation of our results to the view usability problem.
